Richard Baxter remarks, ‘It is a very hard thing for us to write or preach to one party, but the other will misapply it to themselves, and make an ill use of it’. Here, Baxter is speaking of ‘over-scrupulous’ people, who misapply his teaching on moderation. Because of their misapplication, they succumb to an austere existence—‘afraid of every bit they eat, or of all they possess, or wear, or use, and sometimes of their very children and relations’. Such misapplication is not peculiar to Baxter. The Puritans as a whole are victims of it, accounting in large part for the common perception of the dour Puritan.

The purpose of this article is to clarify Puritan teaching on moderation in order to free it from such misinterpretation and misapplication. By consequence, it is hoped this will provide some fresh insight into our own thinking on the subject.

1. The Basis of Puritan Moderation

The starting-point for this discussion is Augustine’s view of the affections. He identifies four motions of the soul: desire, fear, joy, and sorrow. Desire and joy are the ‘volition of consent’ to a ‘loved’ object: desire occurs when consent takes the form of seeking the object, and joy occurs when consent takes the form of enjoying it. On the other hand, fear and sorrow are the ‘volition of aversion’ from a ‘hated’ object: fear occurs when aversion takes the form of turning from the object, and sorrow occurs when aversion takes the form of experiencing it.

In this paradigm, love and hatred ultimately determine the response of the other affections: desire is yearning for what is loved; joy is delighting in what is loved; fear is fleeing from what is hated; and sorrow is experiencing what is hated. From this, Augustine argues that as long as the object of an individual’s love is ‘well-directed’, the affections are good. This changes, of course, if the object of an individual’s love is ‘ill-directed’. Prior to Adam’s fall, the object of humanity’s love was God and, as a result, the affections were ‘good’. This
condition, however, was terminated at the time of the fall when love for God was lost and, consequently, the affections became ‘evil’. At regeneration, the individual’s love is again ‘well-directed’ and the affections respond accordingly. Augustine summarizes—‘The citizens of the holy city of God, who live according to God in the pilgrimage of this life, both fear and desire, and grieve and rejoice. And because their love is rightly placed, all these affections of theirs are right.’

The Puritans adopt Augustine’s paradigm. According to Edward Reynolds—

the affections are those natural, perfective, and unstrained motions of the Creatures unto that advancement of their Natures, which they are ... ordained to receive, by a regular inclination to those objects, whose goodnesse beareth a natural conveniencie or vertue of satisfaction, unto them; or by an antipathie and aversation from those, which bearing a contrarietie to the good they desire, must needs be noxious and destructive, and by consequent, odious to their natures.

This means that the affections are the inclination or disinclination of the soul to an object in accordance with the soul’s perception of that object as either desirous or odious. With this basic definition, Reynolds identifies five pairs of affections. The first—love and hatred—concerns the attitude of the soul to an object in its own essential nature. If the object is good, then the soul loves it; but, if the object is evil, then the soul hates it. Reynolds affirms that these ‘are the two radicall, fundamentall, and most transcendent Passions of all the rest’. The second pair—desire and scorn—is the response of the soul to an object from which it is absent. If the object is good, then the soul desires it; but, if the object is evil, then the soul scorns it. The third pair is joy and sorrow. When the soul is in contact with the object, it either rejoices or grieves depending on whether the object is deemed good or evil. The fourth pair is despair and hope. The former is stirred when it is impossible to obtain a desired object whereas the latter is stirred when it is possible. The fifth pair is boldness and fear. The former occurs when avoidance of a scorned object is probable whereas the latter occurs when avoidance is improbable.

Like Augustine, the Puritans affirm that these affections are good (i. e. sanctified) when the soul’s love is ‘well-directed’. It is this paradigm that provides the foundation for their teaching on moderation.
2. The Nature of Puritan Moderation

For the Puritans, moderation is simply the subjection of ‘ill-directed’ affections. This conviction is evident in their teaching on filial and servile fear.⁰¹ These differ in two respects. First, they differ in their object. According to William Gouge, filial fear ‘arises from faith in the mercy and goodness of God’. When the soul feels ‘a sweet taste of God’s goodness’ and finds ‘that in his favour only all happiness consisteth, it is stricken with such an inward awe and reverence.’⁰¹ On the other hand, servile fear ‘arises from diffidence: For when man’s heart doubteth of God’s mercy, and expecteth nothing but vengeance, the very thought of God striketh an awe or rather dread into him.’⁰²

Second, they differ in their effect. For Gouge, ‘A sonne feareth simply to offend or displease his father: so as it is accompanied with love. A bondslave feareth nothing but the punishment of his offence; so as it is joined with hatred.’⁰³ For this reason, filial fear ‘maketh us more respect what God requireth and commandeth, than what our corrupt heart desireth and suggesteth: It subdueth our unruly passions, and bringeth them within compass of dutie: It maketh us deny our selves and our owne desires’.⁰⁴ For the Puritans, such subjection of ‘unruly passions’ is the essence of moderation.

Many students of Puritanism miss this emphasis. Daniel Doriani, for example, maintains that the Puritan view of moderation ‘conformed to prevailing ideas’, received from Aristotle through Aquinas, namely—

(1) self-control with regard to the senses and sensual pleasures  
(2) modesty or dignity in conduct, so that one does not show extreme emotion, enthusiasm or devotion to anything  
(3) the general avoidance of passion

Doriani agrees with the first idea, but views the other two as unbiblical. He appeals to numerous Scriptures that commend zeal.

In addition, he rejects the idea of moderation as an ‘absolute value’⁰⁷ stating ‘it may be good, bad, or indifferent, depending on the object of the passion, the manner of its expression, and the nature of the situation in which the passion might be expressed’.⁰⁸ Doriani believes the Puritans succumb to a distorted view of moderation, owing to their failure ‘to distinguish the two
senses of lust: (1) strong desire, as a neutral thing depending on its object; and
(2) inordinate passion, especially for something forbidden’.19

There are two problems with Doriani’s thesis. First, in making ‘zeal’ and
‘passion’ synonymous terms,20 he infuses a meaning into ‘passion’ that is
foreign to the Puritans. They are not opposed to zeal. Thomas Wilson defines
zeal as ‘the earnestness and increase of all the affections, liking or disliking, as
love and hatred, grief and joy, desires, delights, fears, and anger, boiled to the
highest degree, and to the hottest temper and intention’.21 For Baxter, ‘Zeal is
the fervour or earnestness of the soul: its first subject is the will and affections,
excited by the judgment; and thence it appears in the practice. It is not a
distinct grace or affection, but the vigor and liveliness of every grace, and their
fervent operations’.22 The Puritans view zeal as a necessary requirement to the
true worship of God.

Second, in suggesting the Puritans embrace moderation as an ‘absolute value’,
Doriani misses the significance of Puritan affective theology. William Perkins
defines moderation as a ‘virtue, that moderateth appetite or lust’.23 This virtue
arises when the soul’s ‘affection’ is ‘tempered and allayed with the feare of
God’.24 He adds—

Some learned Philosophers … taught, that the very nature of Vertue standeth
in a meane, or mediocritie of affections. This that they say is true in part, but
not wholly. For the mediocritie, of which they speak, without renovation of
affections, is nothing: and therefore all virtues, that are not joined with a
renovation and change of the affections, are no better than sinnes.25

Perkins is speaking of the Stoics,26 who believe everyone possesses impulses—
inclinations toward or away from objects. As long as reason is in control, these
impulses are not an issue. However, when they exceed the bounds of reason,
they become passions: fear, sorrow, pleasure, and desire. The external factors
that cause these passions are without virtue; thus, the passions themselves are
irrational. Virtue then is a state of moderation attained when people become
indifferent toward externals, thereby freeing themselves from passions.

Augustine criticises the Stoics for believing ‘the fool can do no more than
desire, rejoice, fear, be sad’27 adding, ‘If that is to be called apathy, where the
mind is the subject of no emotion, then who would not consider this insensibility to be worse than all vices?’ Again, ‘If some...have become enamored of themselves because they can be stimulated and excited by no emotion, moved or bent by no affection, such persons rather lose all humanity than obtain true tranquility. For a thing is not necessarily right because it is inflexible, nor healthy because it is insensible’. The Puritans concur with Augustine. They do not view moderation as an absolute value in the tradition of Stoicism. Gouge states—

The doatage of Stoicks who would have all natural affection rooted out of man, is contrary to this pattern, and unworthy to finde any entertainment among Christians: for what doe they aime at, but to root that out of man, which God hath planted in him, and to take away the means which God hath used for the better preservation of man? That wise man whom they frame to themselves is worse then a brute beast: he is a very stocke and blocke.

Like Augustine, the Puritans have no difficulty with ‘strong’ affections as long as they are ‘well-directed’. Moderation, therefore, occurs when the soul loves God.

3. The Practice of Puritan Moderation

Baxter defines love ‘as the complacency of the appetite in apprehended good’. According to the Puritans, there are two appetites: sensitive and rational. Therefore, sensitive love is the ‘complacency of the sensitive appetite’ in whatever the senses deem good, whereas rational love is the ‘complacency of the rational appetite’ in whatever reason deems good. Baxter adds to this, defining self-love as the ‘love of happiness’. Therefore, sensitive self-love is the love of life, whereas rational self-love is the love of God. For the Puritans, this paradigm unlocks humanity’s three-fold state.

(1) In innocence, the soul is directed by a ‘true’ self-love. It loves happiness. With its rational appetite, it views God as the greatest good. It loves God and, therefore, its affections are ‘well-directed’. In this state, the soul’s sensitive appetite follows the lead of its rational appetite, meaning its love for the creature is moderated by its love for God.

(2) In apostasy, the soul is directed by a ‘false’ self-love. It still loves happiness. However, it no longer views God as the greatest good. It no longer
loves God and, therefore, its affections are ‘ill-directed’. In this state, the soul’s sensitive appetite no longer follows the lead of its rational appetite, meaning its love for the creature is no longer moderated by its love for God. As a matter of fact, the rational appetite has fallen under the control of the sensitive appetite. According to Baxter, ‘The thing therefore that every carnal man would have, is an everlasting, perfect, sensual pleasure; and he apprehendeth the state of his soul’s perfection mostly as consisting in this kind of felicity.’ ³⁹

(3) In renewal, ‘true’ self-love is restored— at least, in part. ⁴⁰ This means the affections are caught between the sensitive and rational appetites. In this state, the individual’s goal is to gain the mastery over the sensitive appetite.

This impetus lay behind the practice of Puritan moderation. Because many overlook this, the erroneous notion of Puritan asceticism has arisen. ⁴¹ Jesus says to his disciples, ‘If anyone wishes to come after Me, he must deny himself, and take up his cross and follow Me’. ⁴² Here, two aspects of discipleship are delineated: denying self and following Jesus. ⁴³ If asceticism is a synonym for such discipleship, then the Puritans are certainly ascetics. However, the term asceticism is often used to describe the ‘purification of the soul from its passions’ as ‘a necessary means for loving God more perfectly and for attaining to contemplation’. ⁴⁴ This ‘purification of the soul’ is achieved by ‘external exercises’ such as ‘abstinences, fasts, and vigils’ ⁴⁵ which serve to dull the senses.

This system of thought stems from a dualistic view of the universe, in which the material (including the body) is evil and the spiritual is good. It is for this reason that abstinence from certain natural actions is viewed as a necessary step to a deeper spirituality. In describing the Puritans as ascetics, Max Weber states, ‘Asceticism turns all its force … against one thing in particular: the uninhibited enjoyment of life and of the pleasures it has to offer.’ ⁴⁶

Whilst it is true the Puritans hold to a bi-partite view of humanity in which the soul is superior to the body, it is false to suggest that they regard the body as inherently evil. For this reason, the concept of ‘Puritan asceticism’ lacks substance. Undoubtedly, misplaced enthusiasm led some to adopt ascetic practices. ⁴⁷

However, this should not be seen as normative. As Neil Keeble rightly notes, ‘The main thrust of Puritan thought was that the way to perfection lay not through abstinence and asceticism, but through the right admission
and moderate utilization of the world and the flesh. The Puritan neither under-valued nor over-valued them: he sanctified them’.\(^ {48}\)

Richard Lovelace arrives at a similar conclusion.

It is clear that the Puritans were extremely worried about this sort of amalgam and that they took pains to emphasize the fact that the biblical *sarx* did not mean the body but the totality of sin affecting the personality; that progress in holiness and approach to God were effected by mortification of sin and not of the senses.\(^ {49}\)

This view is clearly evident in George Swinnock, who writes, ‘Godliness does not deny us our natural delights, only rectify and regulate them, lest we should surfeit them.’\(^ {50}\) He entertains no thought of abstaining from ‘natural delights’ in order to mortify the senses in an attempt to purify the soul. On the contrary, he writes—

The merciful God is pleased, out of his bounty, not only to allow his creatures what is for necessity, but also what is for delight. Christian, it is more than God requireth of thee to be always pondering and poring on such subjects as make thy heart sad, whereby thou thyself art disadvantaged, banishing that cheerfulness from thee, which is an ornament to Christianity; and others discouraged, supposing that all who walk in heaven’s way, must needs be, as thou art, mopeish and melancholy. Piety doth regulate, but not extirpate our pleasures.\(^ {51}\)

Swinnock’s assertion that God has given us ‘not only...what is for necessity, but also what is for delight’ is extremely significant. In a similar vein, Perkins comments—

We may use these gifts of God...not sparingly alone, and for meere necessitie, to the satisfying of our hunger, and quenching of our thirst; but also freely and liberally, for Christian delight and pleasure. For this is that liberty, which God hath granted to all beleevers.\(^ {52}\)

Clearly, the Puritans have no problem in deriving pleasure from the created order. To demonstrate this, Swinnock appeals to 1 Timothy 4:4, where the
apostle Paul declares, ‘For everything created by God is good, and nothing is to be rejected if it is received with gratitude.’

God created all things, and declared all things to be good. This fact undermines the notion that the physical is inherently evil. Therefore, the way to holiness is not found in abstaining from God’s good gifts, but in carefully enjoying them. The regenerate must not over-value natural delights according to their sinful inclination; rather, they must moderate their use of them according to the fear of God. Swinnock says, ‘Godliness will cause thee to enjoy the creatures in God, the fountain of them, and thereby they will be pleasant to thee’.

Baxter reveals the same mindset, affirming—

You know not what it is to be a man, if you know not that God hath made all the senses to be the inlets of objects, and so of holy pleasures into the soul... It is therefore a foolish pretence of spirituality, to dream of acting without our senses, or avoiding those delights, which may and must be sanctified to us.

Elsewhere, he states, ‘The delight of the flesh or senses is a natural good; and the natural desire of it in itself...is neither vice nor virtue: but when this little natural good is preferred before the greater spiritual, moral, or eternal good, this is the sin of carnal minds.’ Baxter rejects the idea that ‘all love of the creature’ is sin, for ‘the works of God are all good, as such; and all goodness is amiable’.

The problem arises when the creature turns the soul from God, resulting in ‘inordinate pleasure’. This can happen with ‘honour, greatness, authority, praises, money, houses, lands, cattle, meat, drink, sleep, apparel, sports, friends, relations, and life itself’. This danger in no way nullifies the legitimate use of these sensitive pleasures. Baxter states, ‘If it be such a love to the creature as exceedeth not its worth, and is intended ultimately for God, and maketh you not love him the less but the more, it is not it that I am speaking against, or persuading you to mortify’.

In short, Baxter’s concern is that God occupy first place: ‘When you delight in God, your creature delight will be sanctified to you, and warrantable in its proper place’. Therefore, he says—
Let all lawful, natural mirth be taken in, as animated and sanctified by this holy delight and joy; and know that this natural, sanctified mirth is not only lawful, but a duty exceeding congruous and comely for a thankful believer in his way to everlasting joy.62

Yet again—

So far as we can make use of a delight in friends, or food, or health, or habitations, or any accommodations of our bodies, to further our delight in God, or to remove those melancholy fears or sorrows, which would hinder this spiritual delight, it is not only lawful, but our duty to use them, with that moderation as tendeth to this end.63

The issue is not food, drink, or any other delight. The Puritans have no qualms with such outward pleasures. They are good, because God ordained them. The issue is abuse, whereby the soul seeks its satisfaction in these things apart from God. The regenerate must moderate such inordinate desire. They do so by enjoying sensitive delights in an attitude of thanksgiving, according to God’s design. As Richard Schlatter observes, ‘The Puritan was determined to make earthly things divine, not by forbidding them, but by infusing them with holiness.’64

Conclusion
Based on Titus 2:11-12, Swinnock remarks, ‘The body of godliness parteth itself into these three principal members:’ godliness—our duty towards God; soberness—our duty towards ourselves; and righteousness—our duty towards others.65 William Gurnall arrives at the same conclusion, stating that our duty toward God is ‘piety’, our duty toward ourselves is ‘sobriety’, and our duty toward others is ‘righteousness’.66 Commenting on the same text, Calvin points out that the apostle Paul—

limits all actions of life to three parts: soberness, righteousness, and godliness. Of these, soberness doubtless denotes chastity and temperance as well as a pure and frugal use of temporal goods, and patience in poverty. Now righteousness embraces all the duties of equity in order that to each one be rendered what is his own (Rom. 13:7). There follows godliness, which joins us in true holiness with God when we are separated
from the iniquities of the world. When these things are joined together by an inseparable bond, they bring about complete perfection.67

Interestingly, the term soberness is the Greek adverb σωφρονέω, and in Mark 5:15, the healed demoniac is described as being ‘in his right mind’ (σωφρονοῦντα). Thus, to be ‘sober’ is to be in one’s ‘right mind’. It is what William Hendriksen calls ‘self-mastery’—for the Puritans, the rational appetite exercising the ‘mastery’68 over the sensitive. Such sobriety means the affections are removed from sinful objects and moderated toward earthly objects, because they are sanctified by love for God.
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Mastery Realm (掌境巅, Zhāng jìng diān) is the first realm in the Third Step for cultivators. Each race's cultivation system was different, but over the countless years, a standard of cultivation had been slowly accepted by the four Great True Worlds. That's how most cultivators call this realm. Cultivators in this realm are usually called Master of Fate, Lives, and Death or Almighties. Summary.

Puritan self-government. In 1582, a bookbinder named Thomas Gibson painted disquieting graffiti in a church in Bury St Edmonds. Next to the royal arms, which Queen Elizabeth had erected in every parish church, Gibson wrote God's condemnation of the Laodiceans from Revelation 3:15–16: â€œI know thy works, that thou are neither hot nor cold.â€ This confrontation corresponds to our textbook understanding of puritanism: an almost Manichaean worldview in which the binary opposition of true religion and popery, the godly and the ungodly, left little room for moderation. Puritanism, in this view, was generated by the rejection of compromise â€“ most famously the Elizabethan Settlement of 1559 â€“ and was committed to replacing lukewarm conformity with hot, zealous faith. Today, many Christians are turning back to the puritans to, â€œwalk in the old paths,â€ of Godâ€™s word, and to continue to proclaim old truth that glorifies Jesus Christ. There is no new theology. In our electronic age, more and more people are looking to add electronic books (ePubs, mobi and PDF formats) to their library â€“ books from the Reformers and Puritans â€“ in order to become a â€œdigital puritanâ€ themselves. Take a moment to visit Puritan Publications (click the banner below) to find the biggest selection of rare puritan works updated in modern English in both print form and in multiple elect Self-discovery leads to the development of the ethics of self-mastery. Many ethical systems prescribe how the individual could attain self-mastery by means of critical self-examination or self-analysis. Once such critical self-examination or self-analysis is successfully carried out, the individual begins to use himself, his personal preferences, as the standard of what is right or wrong. _ Self mastery is often defined as self-control, the ability to exert a strong will against our impulses to steer our future to one of our choosing. But this is only one aspect of the term. Self mastery requires having a vision for your future self. And harnessing the will to realize that vision. We learn to master ourselves by getting out of our own way. We strip away what we are not to realize who and what we really are, actualizing our potential in the process. This guide is designed to assist you on your path.